Trip to Europe 1903

This book.

Also St. Louis Exposition of 1904.
Embroidery screen $72.12$ birds, out at
$\text{rate of } \$2.50$ second choice.
Black thread green. Emb. golden yellow, a pen-
line on white. Green frame carded.

Another plate $\text{storks } 52.66 + 67.00$
Black background. Black at rate of 360
birds. The frame has no corner bands.

Another $288.16 + 75$
Green back green and white storks are type of
green pen in frame left hand 2 frames.
My artistic first choice.
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Called at the British Museum and gave some books to Rather to have them furnished with the crinoids to Lamm.

Asked about a cylinder of orang, Rather said to describe the Bracillus species, he would let us have 1 or 2 Atelocystis, 1 Pseudoceramus like centurus, 1 P. quadriphasciatus. I said should wish some of the newer species and Audien &c.

Cangerinae

Then was introduced to Mr. Arboine. See the Cat. of what i think. In the first section of a Book. In 3. No. 3. New species in at our last letter. No.

Then called on Dr. Turner. Great to have to say Parkinsonia lusitanica in five stems. I write as will add about this. The views of any desire to drill ship debris
to America. Also the Finnicie corks. He is to be on the look out for Finnicie Byrons. Also visit to the main ed. part of Finnicie Bookshops and a scene of about 100 specimens to illustrate

Oral Literature.

They met on Lam and remained

with him until 10:30 P.M.

Oct 16, Friday. Founded
about the club during Founded about
11 A.M. We then went to Bridge
and later to Buckingham Palace.

Both went out on the evening.
17 Saturday, London

Spent the morning in seeing the celebrated Zoological Garden of London. The collection is a large one and all the buildings and grounds are well kept and clean. The buildings are not elaborately in their architectural way in the building material but as a rule the animals have plenty of room. Only the smaller animals and the bears to one or two of the small rooms. The apes have an abundance of room in the shape of cages and are separated from the public in a part of cages, their own, so that with male is with the female. The very large house, characteristic of the chimpanzee, interests one greatly.

Glad hand in the garden and then to the Hotel of History Museum to get my check out of hotel and arrived this day
Before, she to Paris to look of con-
tact for Nuns to be made with, though we will be good men to work
up. I wish all clerics for Nuns
as a token everyone.

I sent the letter including desire
with its, and the Smith Woodward.
Talced about many ways and avenues,
the does not believe in bachelor. That the
friends will come to the St. Louis
Exposition next year.

In the morning visited Whitehall and saw some of the sights of the House of Commons. In the afternoon to the National Gallery of Art and the National Portrait Gallery.

Oct 19 Monday L - Liverpool. Visited the British Museum for an hour and purchased an umbrella. Then to the hotel to pay my bill and to the London and North Western Station by 12:15 train. The distance to Liverpool is 202 miles and we arrived here at 4:45 or in 4½ hours. Five stops were made. Out of at the railroad hotel at 7th...
Oct 29, Tuesday

Lindford Free Museum.

Cases in transparent sheets of glass. Solid paper and the glass panels joined in frames. Not difficult to read. Those my classifier and those in the entire case may all read.

Fossil drusy tumbled collection stones.

D. R. Childs. Accompanied a talk on coniferous corals in Florida. Lately inadequate. The museum is undergoing radical

The museum is undergoing radical

treatment in the same.

One room devoted to classification. Fossil case divided all on the basis

to the cranium and other parts of the brain.
If the pedestals of mammal's cases, may be painted black. Effect good.

The boxes in mammal cases of glass with the edges ground and polished, held by a

sign frame going to the four corners of cases. Thus

Man and horse vellum also has

where one half has a skin to show

relation of toes to skin.

Big thump joint sorts of Sepillaris
does. About 3 ft. in diameter. Each root

before ate burrs. One of these roots

are marked by leaf scab. From the

root of the "Aurora Borealis" vine.

Many people incline to shave daily like

in small blue racers. Some on the

East. Amounting to placing and then orien-
tically. Tablets held in place by a been

paint and sorts around the shelf. This
A small case devoted to Nassa, or many the relation of the human to fresh
water plants. They are arranged in
lines and the same applied to both cases.

Then point out the Antigalley and
the Tallinn section. An immense
number of sections in scale and
many postcardable figures.

As it again gains all of us re-
contained in the hotel at the 9 Ele.

are now been in Englan-
and roads and degmity
say that should come to live here.

The large cities are too much em-
palsted, the people uninteresting from
the outside. And so the hotel is very quiet, very close to the
...
The smaller cities are far more interesting.

In the way of municipl administration, Lebanon has little to learn from England. In my experience as a fundamentalist physicist, I have observed that they are far ahead of us, and this is particularly true of Lebanon.
Sept 21 - Southport.
The day was magnificent but the smoke of the city is so thick that one needs little of a clean sun.
I walked around a little and then to the hotel to make my departure for the ship.
Left the church at 7:20 P.M.
On our return the Congregationalists all put on to talk on ministers.
My room mate is one from St. Paul, Minnesota.

Oct 22, 11:12 a.m. I'm on the
This morning at 10 a.m. we
were on the
had to wait for the
It was a fine day for the
There is considerable sea and
there is snow and then in another as

The sun was shining through the
The snow is falling and the
The day is overcast and the
The wind is blowing a

Oct 23 Friday. At sea.
Was in the corner all day half sick. They are at all day.

Oct 24 Saturday.
Remained all day in bed some a little
of new tallow in place just before
breakfast. Drink new trypuls than
you will have the most and in all
form the fruit. In the evening the
ship is most very badly pitching and
rolling.

Oct 25 Sunday.
They had night due to the ship
rolling and pitching more than any
sommers experience. This morning I am
Jul 25 Monday.
Said no prayers all day. We have a usual breakfast continually the afternoons though this is what I say swell on.

Jul 26 Tuesday
No church today with no and some kind and the cow kept it up to me and feed me and want has a bit of several times but did not the cow.
Read "Macaulay's Essays" most of the day.
Oct 28 Wednesday
A bright morning with little showers in the afternoon and evening.
Just about getting used to the sea.

Oct 29 Thursday
A cold grey day with much wind. The ship leans considerably in the
coming.
Our plan today are my meals in the
dining room. The room steward Mr.
Sjöbring brings them to my room and
they.

Oct 30 Friday
Bright sunny day. About 6 o'clock
a steamer passes us. In the after-
noon one of the French sailors
Boat from New York. Later the Etruria
Oct 31-1903 Saturday

We are nearing the last bright
day of the trip and are coming to
an end all day and plan to
dine room for most meals.

At 1200 hours we observed
yawing ship. Left ship. From
now on we should be at Philadelphia
tomorrow afternoon between 2 and
4 P.M.

Our daily meal in miles is 260,
305, 260, 279, 308, 281, 311, 226, 321.
This is always from noon to noon.
Total from Queenstown 2581. To 5
2830 miles. Or we should be at
the dock by 1200 noon on the Columbia at
3 P.M. If we then go miles to

...
11 - 1903 Sunday

In America. Whitman Bay.

This morning we were one at the Cape, the Oro Falls right near and little on one pilote.

At about 1 P.M. we were distant 20 miles of the health sign.

The day is a perfect one and the atmosphere rare. The wind in an onshore current and the first time we many orally,

Sure the shore otter feet and the lake water 200.

Arrived at the coast at Philadelphia at 5 P.M. It was just 6 P.M. we went through the Customs examination.

Left Phil. for Washington at 7 P.M. Arrived at James Hotel at 11 P.M.
St. Louis trip of June 1904.

Left Washington on C. & O. at 2:30 P.M. June 4th arrived at St. Louis 1:30 hour late or at 8:10 P.M. of June 5th. Took rooms for the night at Hotel Keans.

June 6

Tried to get in the Francis Inn but found conditions too crowded. Returned to Hotel Keans and took a room for 10 days at $1.50.

June 6 - 1904

M. P. Vreeden's collection of several hundred minerals specimens. Official show in thick walled paper trays. The specimens are all good but I notice nothing very showy nor even the Stibnite. Largely place on the Nick specimens and here are show slage and fine Stibnite.
Collection of rocks very carefully trimmed
and material excellently. Specimens all about
4 x 6 inches in thin walled paper bags.
About 150 specimens.

About 75 specimens of stoneware and
porcelain clays. Both in the natural state
and sometimes in the coated or bisque state.
About 15 different characteristics.
About 60 specimens of calcareous stones each
stone nicely mounted and about 2 x 1 x 6 inches.

Collection of fossils small but good. Begin
with Eury. About 70 specimen in systematic series
and 10- large specimens. One very fine Pachy-
odon mammiform, very large helicoidal spine
from the Earth. A fossil tooth of Elephant of similar-
ness, another fiftyodon clifti. The plants
can all proved of mesozoic age as Camphylus,
Gilesmia, and Chloranthus.
Of maps (rotated) there are many and all well mounted. 48 are mounted 2 in a frame about 2 x 3 feet. 1 grand map of the Entire area about 5 x 5. 10 are mounted in 5 frames about 3 x 7 feet. 1 grand topography map 5 x 5. 1 thorough plan of 5 x 5. 1 on a silver screen indicating the train mine 5 x 5 ft.

The maps are arranged with insets of office from the principal mine (Mont. Rulam 1 mine).

A series of 4 plates (22 specimens), many anese (2) and sulphur (12) from the principal mine. The two latter are shown in glass boxes of about 1 x 2 x 2 inches bounded with milled nodes then, 4 maps 4 x 4 for showing distribution of silver, copper, sulphur and petroleum mines.

(1) Money (2) Tip (3). These are all paid
and weighed from 6 to 12 inches square.

A large and 3 smaller lumps of earth
pre different earth-rooms. Pictures and maps.

9 sulphur oss. and refined on turn
90c each 1 min. Also 1 large
90c Coffee, 14d and 100c. Ours of the
Omitsuuki Money Co., both large lumps of pure
and not.

A large and fine exhibit of the
British Red Co. Treaty of Coffee, Silver, Coal, etc. essential prerequisite of mine.

Fine wire model of the Island coal mine.

"Tuubasima Coal Mine."

They, geological, survey, exhibit, contain 15 Grade Petroleums, fossils, and minerals beside the things mentioned above.

Models, 2x2 ft. of the volcano, Andi, before and after eruption, very fine.

Geological map, with samples of soils. Pott.

Our value to us.

A large exhibit of coals, 18x14 inches and photo of the collection by the "Association of Colby Owners of the Province of Chili, Japan and Ouguay.

Good exhibit.

The mining institute of Japan shows case of gold washing of nuggets and 1 of inside mine, very fine.

Quite a large exhibit of the "Four Lassen Mining Co." of Copper (Chalcopyrite) Many large skeleums, and many other.
Botanist Prof. J. Met. Univ. is in charge of plant cell. His instruction to each plant cell. With the exception of one of the Co., all the matter of acroylinae a few choice specimens can be disposed of. However, the point seems to be exchange, as botanist desires material for the Imperial University.

Germany

Has a series of peduncled maps and futhkontin of the country. These are very good. Also a pedicle map of Europe.

Zerold Emmisima, the other day

for S.E. Africa and Canada.

? Mexico (also in England).

This was very strong on main corridor of main building. Indefinite Flora from rain. Delays to arrive.

July 7, 1904.
One day and several examples of coffee— a breccia from the Ortega Rica Coffee Co. 5 large specimens and 4 bottles of crushed and dry coffee. One day one piece, 9 melted pieces and 4 bottles of reduced material.

One of any chemical matter but as nothing is labeled one cannot say what in reality. (Institutio Litteraria Nacional) Geological Survey office installed. Has a general collection of rocks and minerals.

"Canares Consolidated Coffee Co."

"A. C. has a good exhibit of coffee and some samples of coffee ..." Written by a Mexican who describes three different grades of coffee.

Nothing very distinct although some of the material may be desirable but lacks flavor.

The entire Mexican exhibit is incomplete and undervalued in exhibition.

Edwardo Garcia Baca, chief of Mexican American metalurgy, says, "I will let you have material for casks of Baca."
Brazil
Almost nothing labeled.
Some samples of quartz, Tourmaline, aquamarines, amethyst crystals. Some of these are on the flaring.
A very complete collection of granite crystals. Many specimens to show various kinds of
inclusions.
Five large pieces of fibrous asbestos.
All other mineral specimens.
Various crystals of obsidian.
Many cases of ore samples that nothing is labeled. None of the material on this trip is of mineral nature.
Exhibits primitive.
Some large pieces of building materials.
Col. Francisco de Lorenzo, Greiner, Com. Lopez, Hughes in the
afternoons. They have nearly all the
specimens.
Argentine Republic

One very large block of "Onyx Verde" 9 x 4 x 2 feet. Has some large CCW.

Another block 5 x 3 x 2 feet from Province de San Luis. Another gray-yellowish block 2 x 2 x 1 feet.

Cutas

Has a small collection of ores of manganese, unlabelled ore etc. but nothing is labelled.

Mineral water Exhibit by a Pole. Very extensive.
French Exhibition.

Rute Scientifique, A. Pagnin

manufacturer, 7, Bd. Letaorboz, Paris.

Built a scale of a circular wire, bent, and, on the sample, cut above. Some
of the wires are as large as 3/4 inch.

This is in the French Exhibition, against

core, near the "Haiti" exhibit and not far

away from the Poodles exhibit. More are to be

seen in the Manufactures Building. Franco Victor Baut

Haiti

A small collection of rare specimens, both
an artificial, mostly of museum value.

France (see Comment.)

There is here a very large (12x24
print) map on which is hand painted the part

of the "Alpes Françaises". The in

trinsic value. But common to all.

Also a good exhibit of dipping tools by St. Bilo-

Taur, Androsiers, Reunions de Pintonare, au-

denues. Another by Com. des Androsiers d'Angers.
Carron dum Co.

One case of "Electric Furnace Product," Edmond F. Ackerson exhibited—Lumps of Graphite, Relxicon, Carron dum (from one very fine with large crystals and blue-pear-
metallic lustre.

One case of manufactured abrasives.

One pyramidal case with fine lumps of Carron dum as it comes from the furnace. The three are worth seeing.

Horton Eney Wheel Co.

Carron dum = artificial Corundum. A

purfine exhibit of the crystals as they come from the furnace (electric) at Brookville. Also Corundum is shown in this case.

The exhibit is in a case 10 ft. By 7 ft wide and 3 ft. deep, than all around. The entire case should be cleared.
Wisconsin.
A large marly jasper, f. Empin Mine, Platteville, size: 3F x 3 x 1.
A good number of jasper cubes about one foot square. Also sandstones and limestones.
A solid cube exhibit but nothing very desirable. Next they exhibit a section of a large and giant kind of slate 12 x 13 feet.
Bedford and dolomite
A large cube stone exhibit, not finished.
No smaller exhibits.

Largeonyx exhibit in connection with Vermont Slate Co., 27 large slabs shown. A very great variety. Can't find the name of the exhibit, not shown by the International Angora Marble Co., Denver Co.

New Jersey
has a plaster restoration of a Hadrohanus. Attracts much visitors before I left country.

July 8-1904
New York.

A slab 35 x 10 ft. of Climaticchmite
Diamond Blue, shown by Charles Proctor
more than I show the climatictum unduly
end mannify. None of these are more than
me foot long. The effect of the slab has been
destroyed by the pres-oil paint.

Cleveland - Cliffs Iron Co.

Minneapolis, Minnesota, has a number
of fine climatictes (oratos forms). Also a splendid
model of the mine at Vanna Bille. Michigan. 3 x 12 ft.
also one age by the pres-oil part of scientifically.

Minnesota

Has a fine exhibit of iron ore in
large clay slips. Also, locality and analysis of
each ore. Also a model of Fairal Iron Mine.
S. Edge Stone Co. Building three miles

East outside corridor. Among other things there
is a series of 22 samples of different marble
slabs polished each about 12 x 18 inches. These
A good general exhibit but nothing has desirable in our museum, unless it be a large matched set of porcelain pieces. The markings are very pronounced and finely matched. The exhibit is worth a full space.

Mississippi

My poor exhibit. A few building stones, some carved vases and some fine pottery.

Idaho

A large on exhibit but no fine a large samples except looking at argentiferous material.

Nebraska

a first rateeldon pottery on material. What good a visit with the installation.
Oxygen
Quite a number of small vials in the
mature state. A/s a red dish. Some of these are
desirable. 

A large collection of 50 doz. one set. Collection
belonging to Frederick A. Muller, Baker City, Oregon. In case,
Chrysene. At least one, a few large fine samples of taminite
in the form of "pipe ore." One of these is desirable. Donated by Chrysene Stroll
and Meno Co., Chilton Carbon Co.,
Great Calcite exhibit from Joplin,
Missouri. Another museum donated by Hardeman
Chair of Joplin /Mrs. Try also "Joplin Red."
Another large stone devoted to Chalcopyrite from "the Base Trend Mine,
Joplin Mo."
Big selenite crystals after belonging to St. Joe Lead Co.
Bonne Terre, Mo.
A man of halcyon years, fine.

A large and fine man a scholar in turn that the other the first place

by Fisher Ams. published

J.P. Graves, Ams. Doc Rice Lead Co., San Francisco

c. has a fine collection. celestite, etc. One crystal about 1 foot

height 5 ft.

A regular one exhibit. Neither

from a museum of Worcester. A fine model of the

floor tiles by Moore, Exhibit a portion of mining men.

California. A man's size that the and in the

large pyramidal in quart of Lepidolite

a rhizoid one. Many fine crystals.

A once look gold myssels. One a sheet

about 5 inches in diameter.

A very large chunk of gold quartz about

5 x 2 ft. from Empire Mine. Grass Valley

in a county at a depth of 2400 feet. Could

a fine crop many of orthica diamonds (Crocite)

use this. from Dan O'Leary.

Louisiana

Mainly Lepidolite and Pearl Oolite. The first

quantity, fine Potashite are building stones,

a fine relief geologic model of the state by Edson F. Jones, 1841 2nd. t. e.
A general account of exhibits.

The pedestal has 7 pieces of Canyon Diablo. Frye Holtz has 60-170 tons of lives at Canyon Diablo. Mr. Holtz' mind drops them in the interest of the town. Fragments of the meteorite all found for 14 miles around the main mass. One very fine specimen showing metallic eisen.

Colorado

The finest state exhibit.

A fine case of microcline or amethyst from Pike's Peak Region.

A large circular table case with native gold coated by native arsenic. A very fine exhibit.

Several gold pyramids of copper, zinc, lead and gold ore. Some of these may be desirable.

A splendid case of lapis lazuli, pearl made of natural building stones on marble.
Miss Cheytor
A pleasant visit. Art got installed.

Alabama
Distinguished by its iron katyion of
reason operation. a Vulcan model by
Co. Morette. It must be very high. Cast
by Birmingham Steel & Iron Co.

Kentucky
A good exhibit of coal, petroleum,
building stones, wood and gneiss and slate.

Texas
A curious exhibit of laboratory cars
and drawings on the topic of oil and
the rocks and ores of Texas. A Phillips will
be in attendance the last time works of the Exposition to
be shown. A very popular and nice show.

Tennessee
A very nice exhibit. Another.
A. Crabs, Hotspots, sun and mantles.

Great Britain and Ireland.

A small wall case has a fine exhibit of Cobalt and Nickel in the ore and commercial state, shown by Hofstede de Groot and Cobalt mines, Vourlamsen, South Wales.

Next to this, private exhibit in Great Britain space.

Two small table cases with per.

Of espena, salmon, seal etc from Rhodesia. Some things may be of value but it don't look particularly inviting. Also a private exhibit.

The Frettedy Marble - a black marble hill west coast Pomery Cast. is shown by Starshupe Cornwall. Let the 8th column. Private exhibit.

The Dept of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for breeding sheep a large.
collection of "Irish Building stones". The seven in bags as cubes and polishing slabs of marble. Also corals, rock salt, and ores. Also slates. A good source, but are not seen in all as there is some duplication in another set of seven plates for shown by the Irish museum Co. of Kilcolmg, W. Dublin.

The Indian serene show a complete set of landformal forms, theories, and geophysical maps.

A large survey of British shows many geological maps. All in small frames.

A good geological model of the State of Illinois, about 12 x 14 feet.

A fine series of photos showing strata of a mountain, dated from 5000 to 7000 odd.

Another 4 winds, by five pictures.

A good series of small specimens (over 1 inch) of corals, building stones, and ores, carefully labelled, about 13 pages, table, each about 2 x 1 feet. They are usually have
Arkansas

A fine group of state collection on the hill. A fine large horse rolling and feeding. A fine large man in a manure car from Independence, Mo. About 4 x 22 ft.

The balance exhibit is the regular one other. Nothing striking, the State building.

Old hat on a

Most building stories etc. There is a large shot of 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 of Allegheny, Red sand stone, and some curious contrivings. Charcoal, lime in charcoal. Have a relief marble of the State by local talent.

North Carolina

Outside range has two fine large tree brutes near north. Chipped by E. J. Mastered Brand for A. L. Calm new move on on each side of the main entrance to build first house of marble.
Mexico
A fine one of exhibit in the Manufacture of table tops. by Mr. Olidano, Puebla, Mexico.

Portugal. The exhibit
in Manufactures Building not yet un-
covered, but some samples of marble.
see catalogue. See catalogue.

Japan. Painted ind. Building
Here quality crystals uncut and many
uncut stones, beryl, amethyst, cut and color.
These cut stones are many quartz are oddish objects.

July 9, 1904

In the Indian Building, there is a good
exhibit of monuments of Barre Granite near
Jopanese exhibits. If samples are wanted they
are about 15 inches and stone mounted by a 12
inch polished spher.
Canada

A pyramidal of Apatite, Blackburn Mine, Quebec.

Asbestos a good quantity from Thetford, Montreau, Parish of Quebec. Two very large masses, Carbonate of Iron, water mixed, Lake Thetford, in the rough. Polished makes a fine article, the red Jasper in the white quantity.

Manganese (Manganite & Pyrolusite) East River, Picton, Many fine examples. Also Carbonate in good crystals.

Mica (Mica & Chlorite ad Chaledonite) Sudbury District with them in a very large pyramidal.

Alumina a small cube of 8 inches 2 to 4 weeks. From Albert Mine, Or B.

A collection of about 1000 specimens of building stone, Cubes 8 and a diameter.

2nd quantity of Corundum from Goji Mine.

Biotite a good pyramidal from Black...
Donald Mine, Ontario.

From five large masses of crystallized Feldspar, the Richardson Mine, Bedford Falls, Ont. The cutting turns NS.

I am sure in this case of many large pieces, but I should not have any more pieces. It was decided not to keep them or sell them.

I shall send them to the collector.

Mr. A. L. Broadbelt has a collection of the two minerals, one for the U.S. National Museum, the other for the British Museum.

Dockstaedt's collection (near Tiffany) contains a display of Amethyst crystals and in one museum case.

W. L. Lane

Another Amethyst and other minerals mounted by English in one museum case.
A coal exhibit and coal prep. products on display.

Pennsylvania

Essentially a coal exhibit. Also many good geologic specimens. Well exhibit but a little too modern.

[Handwritten note:]

Michigan

Michigan school museum has a series of large specl. of the different (3100) veins.

One man could cut 6375 pounds, belonging to Miss [illegible]. Could be valuable. Write the company.
A fine fossil exhibit. A fine polished coral exhibit by C. E. Briggs, Lastm Iowa.
Five specimens but one knowledge. Unusual exhibit corals.

Wyoming.
A mass of flat square of Natural Soda. Showing the bedding very plainly,
Some good masses of Coal (Lignite).
A large pyramid of iron ore (hematite) from
Drumheller. Yes.
Some feldspar stones. Cut 18 inches square.

Coffee ores. A good oil exhibit
Hartville Onyx. My dark are many banded. Not pretty. Used for mantels.
Lake Huron.

in Education building a fine restoration of Peranodon. About 16 feet long spread a

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co

machinery building. Made 150 miles mol, mile.2 1/4. The catalog

Transportation building,

Japan shows three immense terraced mount 3051000, elevation 305000

Japan 1/F foot, 1/100,000, and 1 1/4

Japan and Manchuria. Also a map of the

American continent 200 miles X 200 feet. A

map for seeing large scale shots, possibly several

hundreds and many 2x5 feet. The topographic maps are made

of paper imbed, made in Europe about 5 feet each.

These imbeds are given away to some public insti-
tution in wants, the shots are like wood. The

exhibit is made by the various Transportation agencies

through the Toronto Chamber of Commerce.
North Carolina Cane Build.
A cord panel exhibit.
A cord 'flute' sandstone pipe from chatco. Lord (in one occasion?) the amanu.

cord 1st square

North Carolina Cane Build exhibit
Such an exhibition in the North J. H. Pratt. A St. Ellen, Richmond, Va. C.
mentioning the name and also being the fluffy computer. She is in a long and wide the place. The specimen is hereby to the State.

Agrie. 18

Edith redwood. diverse many V. I. G. A.

Government show. a collection of a state. A

Stand and Collection, swords poorly like those of the

Americans. Also some saved and planted orchard.

Unique orchard.

Japan (Agrie B.)

30 lots of insects among vegetable plants
all stages of metamorphosis.

Many good color photos of fruit trees, the

fields and...
Rice culture diseases shown by photo, etc.,
monkeys and insects of Africa.
A case of thripidotes, but the seeds are
from Florida, Algeria and Ocean Islands.

Berman (C. Africa) (Afró. Bi.)
A number of wood and shells not in the
standard new father bronze. 8 ft. long. Also some
transverse sections of bone?
Quite a number of antlers, 18 or more.
Considerable ethnological material. Ornaments also.
Hair from. One sheet of bone 20 x 30 inches.
and a small collection pieces of gold, iron, found
by the Russian Delphi Academy.
2 gold wheels of hippopotamus, 12 in long.
3 large elephant tusks.
A number of pieces of bone too tawny.
Porto Rico. (Apric B.)
A large collection of tree trunks from 7 to 8 feet tall cut off below. Probably 75 years.

Honduras (Apric B.)
There a collection of melons at the presser - too small like in London. Some are but not with anything except things in the plant. Not so good as a potato to me.

New Zealand (Apric. B.)
Fine deer skin heads & antlers. Many large photo of scenery & tribes.

Pennsylvania (Apric. B.)
Almost botanical one, kind of man and bird.
Bagel (Forestry B).

Birds, mammals, insects. All words, such a lot of vivid. Good collection of words in standard manner.

Japan (Forest B).

A first display is coral. One box in a box of bright blue; it is very thick and must be a great rarity. It turns to large a price. One box sand in fragile is of a cost of 4800.

Venezuela (Forest B).

A remarkable collection also minerals and forest. Their reports less than 100.

Geta (Forest B).

Not up-to-date. Paul has considerable more samples in standard style.
June 11 1904

Austrian Building
Some fine large uncased photographs here. Several very large ones of the Austrian Alps could be used to decorate geological halls. The photos are attached with rubber cement.

Belgium Building
A good geological map of Belgium 6x8 for samples of anthracite, coke and cement materials.

East India Building
An exceedingly fine carved Palatine temple in wood, said to have taken 14 men 2 years to carve, cost 40,000.
Considerable material here that can be used in an ethnographic museum.
Utah (built in Utah building)  
A. T. Whitaker, Curator  
GeneralUtahExhibit.  He will be glad  
to let us have another. A. E. Polkivin  
m in attendance. No loss caused.

Italy (Museo Building)  
It was many ornamental stones,  
then large polished slabs of Portovenere  
marble. One slab is badly broken, another cracked  
close 4 x 4 ft. This is a very fine block marble  
with yellow and white figured.  
Some crystals, 

There are many other smaller samples of  
marble several I think are broken, sizes 15 x 15 x 15  
inches. Of "Porfido Rosso" marble there is  
slab 4 x 6 feet cracked. Another similar slab  
3 yellow marble 12 x 12 x 12 inches. Another of  
"Biallo Verona" a buccia.
Mr. Brozen (on card) said all the
iron material could be given to the Eco.
The pipe material could be sold in pieces.
All the plots of marble are private
property but the smaller plots could be
given to the museum.
Also photos of the quarries.
Write the Com. General and the latter
will go to Mr. Aaro.

June 13
Teramani (Received Ind. B)
A large room in the building is de-
voted to a Com. In one case there is a
selection of 13 pieces just as found in the
"Blue Carth". Some of these pieces are
from 18 inches in all. Also a piece of fine
earthenware 4 inches square is of good quality.
A small quantity of some pieces are
drawn with the words of the form.
This exhibiton "At the Royal Persian
Board of Commerce."
A and B, and of which the latter kind, as it

shall with the

Browne's battle calendar &

Austria in 1683 at B.

But most of the above is

also an illegible and

manner.

and then the

(primitive fanciful)

and all my family,
Mines & Min. Building.

Near the B.A. and B.A. State exhibits.

There room 1 post "charts illustrating origin and development iron, copper lead, gal- 
ad silvery ores." Prepared by E. S. B. by C.A.

These charts are very large, not to be se- 

These sections, etc., being in the description 

Board essentially on Varini theory.
The scale was revised for Austria.

Germany.

Leralol Commission.
Portugal (Mr & Mrs. Building)
16 samples of iron ores from "Chines do Índios". Calcite and Pirolite: sent by Frank Allinwirth.
Vicente Minas. One table case.
Another table case has good lead ores. Another one of serpiles, etc.
24 samples of marble, some 18, 4 x 6 and 12 x 12.
The war hit not yet all up to date. Left my name in the Camel, as the attendant could not give me his name.

Ceylon (Mr. & Mrs. Kudji)
Lots of Plumbago exhibited by James Fernando, Colombo, Ceylon. One Man 2/4 ft. square. Another large camp exhibited by Mr. Antonio Fernando, merchant, Colombo, Ceylon.
Berndt other exhibits of mineral stuff in boxes and glass.

Also a model of a natural mineral
plumbing mine.

Entire exhibit of plumbing about 15 x 15 feet.

Arkansas State Building
A good collection, minerals of which the
quartz crystals are the finest and most re-
tested.

Cuba (Forest B).
A good exhibit of minerals. Should
he seemed

Alaska Building (from Forest B).
A lot of ten one here. One big nugget.
Lot of gold and silver ones.
Coffee ore and Prince of Wales Island.
A fine color of Alaska garnet.
Large piece of native coper over...
China Parchim.

Very excellent door way now opened by some distance in front of the Parchim. To the left outside a stately out-house. Both of these exhibits could be used in the ethnographic collection.

Inside there are three small houses with the past, elaborately intricate in very rich carved. In the building to the left is a wooden scroll with three pieces of paper, jade stone, turquoise, and others all alike. The larger one on the door in large and elaborately decorated with olden dragon and nude lady high cloud embroidered.

China exhibit in barrel carts has ceramic cups, bowls in another, quartz and some jade. In another case, there are quite a number of large light green jade carvings and birds. Also good pair of and white set together to represent a carving.
For precio of sheathing (Cascar) must
For fram. superint. frame and tools. 1 or 2 fastens,
tone pieces of für vin. tone & coffee oil, 1 tin
1 antimony mift. 1 piece (18 x 3咱) hemotite,
1 obsidian stone used to make imitation jade
stone. Stone antimony, antimony, blende coffe
one (about 20), thersors (about 20), 2 pieces of crystallized
quartz and Ciguan crystals. And a few more.
While the mixture is a done of stock: a mud with white to 100 parts.
I tath and hag re stone to inker.
Philippines
In a building near Finlay's drug store.

Roy Stehberg of the Philadelphia
Museum is in charge. Another time on Sat.
day, was not in the Phila.

Show gold and silver ones, coal,
and stone. Also primitive methods for
induction coils.

Material to be decided between the Nat.
Muse. and the Philadelphia Mus.
"Any description which does not
make a contradiction in terms may
by possibility be true; and, if all the
circumstances which cause a probability
in its favor be stilled and suppressed,
and through it lead to an opposite
conclusion, he omitted a likely possibil-
ity, or may confound the error with
which there is a mixture of good and
bad; a little conjecture, a little
suspicion, a judicious use of
themselves, a watchful and wary
skepticism with respect to the indica-
v. on each side, a convenient evadibility
with respect to very unjust a tradition or
the. Thus, may easily make a saint
of Land, a Saint of Ireland the
Truth." (Burke's Essays article
History.)
June 4 1st Class to St. Louis

- Car to Depot $1.00
- Dinner on train $1.00
- Breakfast on train $0.75
- Dinner on car $1.10
- Porter on step $0.20
- Lunch at St. Louis Station $0.80
- Rees Hotel 3-course breakfast $2.20
- Cars to exp $0.20
- Lunch on Exp. grounds $0.75
- Dinner, Breakfast at Rees $0.95
- Lunch at Exp. $0.25
- Dinner at Exped's Tynd $1.35
- Breakfast at Rees $0.70
- Car to exp $0.10
- Admission to grounds $0.50
- Lunch $0.60
- Dinner on grounds $0.95
- Breakfast at Rees $0.70
- Lunch $1.00 Dinner $1.00 on grounds $1.05
- Shirt-cuts $0.20
- Breakfast at Rees $0.15
- Coffee $0.15
- Breakfast 80, Dinner $1.50
- Shirt-cuts $0.10
- Lunch $0.50 Dinner $0.75
- Shirt-cuts $0.10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Meal</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard a Day for 58.00

date June 18-1904
Purchased 22367 by Jonii 25.00
Paid $10.00 on receipt.
Purchased JS53 metal fish 15.00 $3.85
30215 opium 15.00 Paid $15.00
1158 und stained 8
on receipt.

1158 Exhibited, Torakachi, Seijudo, of
Kujatake.

JS53 Ext. Takahiko, Soki Kunito.
Mat foroshi pieces 70
The free pairs 70
37.00 + 87.00
A lighted pin
Here JS50 = $15.
19448 x 92.0 = 18,446
For case of beads.

92.0 = 18448.
19449 same makes $15.

2548 7.50 Canbou case
1158 = 8.00 piece w. Kujatake.
29674 17.50 with no.
Tokyo 7 Chiyoda.
36215 15.00 with abinda.
Tokyo 7 Chiyoda.
5553 = 5.00 incl. Togamatoru
63.00
Hôtel und Pension Heck
Weinhandlung o Gerolstein (Eifel)

Kreuzpunkt der Eifelbahn Köln a. Rh. – Trier

und

Aachen – St. Vith – Andernach a. Rh.
KARTE DER VULKANISCHEN EIFEL.

Die Entfernungen sind in Kilom. ausgedrückt.